Background {#Sec1}
==========

The South African Coloured population (SAC) is a so-called admixed population that derived its origins from the diverse population groups that settled in the early Cape colony, including the indigenous San, early European settlers, slaves that were imported from Indonesia, India and other parts of Africa, and South African Bantu-speakers who later migrated to the area. Previous genetic research has shown that the SAC received ancestry contributions from click-speaking Africans (San), Bantu-speaking Africans, Europeans and South and East Asians, which is consistent with the historical records \[[@CR1]--[@CR5]\]. A high degree of heterogeneity in ancestral contributions between SAC individuals has also been illustrated previously \[[@CR1], [@CR2], [@CR6]\]. The admixture that occurred in the SAC is therefore complex, constituting a number of different source ancestries, with dissimilar genetic distances between them.

Our study group of SAC individuals was recruited from metropolitan areas in Cape Town that have some of the highest reported incidences of tuberculosis (TB) worldwide, despite extensive BCG vaccination and low prevalence of HIV \[[@CR7]\]. As the group received contributions from diverse source populations that may differ in their genetic susceptibility to TB, the group is ideally suited to the discovery of TB susceptibility genetic variants and their probable ethnic origins. Our previous work has shown that African ancestry in this group is associated with higher risk of TB infection, whereas European and Asian ancestries are protective \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\]. Areas of the genome with African ancestry that is much higher than the norm in a group of TB cases may therefore harbour genetic variants that increase the risk of developing TB. The process of finding such areas is known as admixture mapping, and this technique relies on the accurate inference of what is known as local ancestry per individual across their genome \[[@CR10]\].

When admixture occurs between two or more population groups that were previously isolated, recombination events result in chromosomes that are a mosaic of blocks of ancestry deriving from different source populations. Given genetic data of an admixed individual and their source populations, statistical techniques can be used to determine the bounds of these segments and to assign the most probable source ancestries to them. These techniques rely on the probability of recombination events to distinguish the bounds of segments, and differences in allele and haplotype frequencies between source populations for classification of the ancestry of segments. The process is known as local ancestry inference (LAI).

In a previous study, Chimusa et al. concluded that accurate multi-way LAI was not feasible in the SAC using the LAI algorithms available at the time \[[@CR9]\]. In this study, we re-evaluate this position using the novel LAI algorithm implemented in the RFMix software package, focusing on the classification of San and Bantu ancestry. These ancestries are of particular interest as Southern African populations were not exposed to modern strains of *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (*M. tuberculosis*), the most prevalent in our SAC study group \[[@CR11]\], until the recent past \[[@CR12]\]. The relative lack of exposure of the SAC and Bantu populations to modern strains of *M. tuberculosis* could possibly have resulted in decreased resistance to developing the disease, especially in densely populated areas with low socio-economic conditions. Supporting this argument, a significant positive association between San ancestry and TB susceptibility in the SAC was found by Chimusa et al. \[[@CR9]\]. The association was confirmed in an independent sample in a later study, which also found a positive association with Bantu ancestry, although it was relatively weak \[[@CR8]\]. Although each of the non-African ancestry components of the SAC (European, South Asian and East Asian) were negatively associated with TB susceptibility when tested in individual models, these associations were no longer significant when all five ancestry components were tested together.

In this study, we first explore the accuracy of LAI in the SAC using RFMix and compare its performance to other algorithms. After quantifying this using simulated data, we proceed to identify regions with excess San or Bantu ancestry found in TB cases but not in controls, and hypothesize that these regions may contain genes that affect TB susceptibility.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Evaluating multi-way LAI accuracy using simulated data {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------------------

Chimusa et al. previously evaluated the accuracy of LAI in the SAC using various software programs and found that LAMP-LD performed best \[[@CR9]\]. As RFMix was not available at that time, our first step was to compare the accuracies of LAMP-LD and RFMix using a simulated data set of 1500 SAC chromosomes (chromosome 1). LAI was run five-way, but since only San and Bantu genome-wide ancestry is independently associated with TB susceptibility \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\], ancestry of SNPs that were called as European, South Asian or East Asian were labelled as non-African. The percentage of SNPs for which the called ancestry matched the known ancestry was 69.43% and 96.43% for LAMP-LD and RFMix respectively. The percentage of SNPs per type of miss-called ancestry is summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, which shows that RFMix offers a significant improvement in the calling of local ancestry, especially when distinguishing San and Bantu ancestry.Table 1**Percentage of miss-called ancestry**Percentage of total \[IQR\]Percentage of Ancestry \[IQR\]Type of miss-callLAMP-LDRFMixLAMP-LDRFMixSan as Bantu4.10 \[1.65--9.76\]1.95 \[0.88--3.55\]13.28 \[5.12--35.16\]6.19 \[3.13--10.45\]San as non-African1.11 \[0.05--9.58\]0.27 \[0.11--0.66\]3.12 \[0.18--36.09\]0.89 \[0.36--2.05\]Bantu as San0.08 \[0.00--5.49\]0.04 \[0.00--0.13\]0.32 \[0.00--21.54\]0.14 \[0.00--0.49\]Bantu as non-African0.45 \[0.02--8.63\]0.09 \[0.02--0.23\]2.36 \[0.07--33.44\]0.37 \[0.09--0.92\]Non-African as San0.14 \[0.00--8.31\]0.09 \[0.03--0.19\]0.42 \[0.00--25.87\]0.25 \[0.08--0.54\]Non-African as Bantu0.95 \[0.14--9.66\]0.18 \[0.07--0.33\]3.09 \[0.35--28.68\]0.47 \[0.20--0.92\]This table reports the interquartile range (IQR) of the percentage of SNPs that were miss-called by LAMP-LD and RFMix per each of the six possible miss-call categories. The known ancestry of a simulated data set of 1500 SAC chromosomes was compared to the ancestry called by the software program (chromosome 1). The median percentage of miss-called SNPs across all SNPs as well as the median percentage of miss-called SNPs across SNPs of that source ancestry are shown. San ancestry can for example be miss-called as either Bantu or non-African ancestry. The median percentage of all SNPs that were miss-called as such are shown in the second and third columns of the first two rows, and the median percentage of San SNPs that were miss-called as such are shown in the fourth and fifth columns of the first two rows. The mean proportion of San, Bantu and non-African ancestry in the simulated data set was 0.3342, 0.2772 and 0.3885 respectively. The difference in number of SNPs miss-called by RFMix, compared to the corresponding number of SNPs miss-called by LAMP-LD, were significant with p-values ***\<***2***×***10^***-***16^ for each of the six possible miss-call categories.

Histograms of the difference between the mean ancestry called by RFMix per chromosome and the known mean ancestry in the simulated data set are shown in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1. Ancestry called by RFMix was on average 2.71% lower than the known San ancestry, whilst Bantu ancestry was on average 2.45% higher. This discrepancy can be ascribed to the relatively large proportion of San SNPs that were miss-called as Bantu. Non-African ancestry calls compared well to known values (on average only 0.26% higher).

Could chromosomal segments with large deviations from the mean ancestry be the result of LAI errors? To answer this question, the simulated chromosome 1 data set was divided into segments by determining the positions where ancestry switches occur (see *Methods* - *Delineating called ancestry segments*), yielding 1077 segments. Deviation from the overall RFMix mean ancestry was calculated for each of the ancestries, for each of the segments. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} summarizes the correlation between the number of miss-called ancestry segments and deviation in ancestry. Segments with lack of San ancestry are associated with San segments that are miss-called as Bantu or non-African, whereas segments with excess Bantu ancestry are associated with Bantu segments miss-called as San. The relationship between number of errors in segments and deviation in ancestry are further depicted in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figures S2, S3 and S4. Although errors appear to be distributed fairly evenly across the entire chromosome, segments with lack of San ancestry generally have more errors. The exception is a large number of errors that occurred around the centromere (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4), likely due to the dearth of SNPs in this region.Table 2**Correlation between the number of miss-called ancestry segments and deviation in ancestry**DeviationNumber miss-calledSanBantuNon-AfricanSan as Bantu-0.83+0.89+0.05San as non-African-0.39+0.19+0.43Bantu as San+0.01+0.09-0.17Bantu as non-African-0.02+0.13-0.21Non-African as San+0.01+0.06-0.14Non-African as Bantu-0.11+0.24-0.21This table summarizes the correlation between the number of ancestry miss-calls that occurred at a segment of ancestry, per each of the six possible miss-call categories, and the deviation in local ancestry of the segment. Miss-called ancestry was identified by comparing the known ancestry of a simulated data set of 1500 SAC chromosomes to the ancestry called by RFMix (chromosome 1). Deviations in ancestry were calculated by subtracting the overall mean RFMix ancestry from the local ancestry of each segment, for each of the three source ancestries (San, Bantu, non-African).

The negative effect that short tracts of ancestry and a large degree of admixture could have on LAI accuracy was explored next. Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S5 shows the distribution of the length of tracts of ancestry in the simulated data and the proportion of SNPs with miss-called ancestry per tract. Tracts that were completely miss-called (all the SNPs in the tract were assigned incorrect ancestry by the LAI) occurred far more frequently in very short tracts of ancestry, and longer tracts of ancestry correlated with a smaller proportion of miss-called SNPs (r = -0.2906, p-value \<2.00×10^-16^). Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S6 shows that there is a positive correlation between the number of tracts of ancestry on a chromosome and the number of miss-called SNPs for that chromosome (r = 0.1847, p-value =2.54×10^-13^), indicating that inferring local ancestry may be more error-prone for chromosomes with a large degree of admixture.

Local ancestry across the genome {#Sec4}
--------------------------------

We proceeded to run LAI on our study group of 733 unrelated SAC individuals using RFMix (642 TB cases and 91 controls). Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} depicts local ancestry across the genome for cases and controls. The mean genome-wide San ancestry calculated from the local ancestry estimates was 0.2304 and 0.1847 for cases and controls respectively, the mean Bantu ancestry was 0.3792 (cases) and 0.3391 (controls), and the mean non-African ancestry was 0.3904 (cases) and 0.4761 (controls). Mean San ancestry was on average 12.10% lower than corresponding ADMIXTURE estimates and Bantu ancestry was on average 10.80% higher, whilst the mean non-African ancestry was comparable (only 1.31% higher). The differences in ancestry estimates are illustrated in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S7. We speculate that the large discrepancy between San and Bantu estimates can in part be ascribed to some of the San ancestry in the SAC being contributed by southern African Bantu populations such as the Xhosa \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Admixture between the San and these populations likely occured during the Bantu expansion \[[@CR13]\]. The relative older age of these admixture events would result in short tracts of San ancestry, which are harder to distinguish with genotype array data \[[@CR14]\], also evident from our simulated data (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S5). The distributions of called San and European tract lengths are comparable, supporting our conclusion that very short tracts of San ancestry may not have been identified, whereas the Bantu tract lengths are longer (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S8). Xhosa admixture into the nascent SAC population likely occurred later than admixture between the San and Europeans \[[@CR1]\], helping to explain the longer Bantu tract lengths.Figure 1**Mean local ancestry across the genome.** The mean local ancestry estimates of TB cases and controls are shown per genomic position, for each of the source ancestries. Each panel represents a separate chromosome.

RFMix output was divided into 13 860 segments of local ancestry and local ancestry deviations were calculated. Histograms of the local ancestry deviations in cases and controls are depicted in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S9 and boxplots of the deviations are shown in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S10. Similar to our findings in simulated data, the figures suggest that the tails of the deviation distributions are biased towards lack of San ancestry and excess Bantu and non-African ancestry.

Regions with excess San or Bantu ancestry in cases relative to controls {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous work has shown that San and Bantu ancestry is associated with increased susceptibility to TB in the SAC, and that the non-African ancestry components (European, South Asian and East Asian) are protective. The non-African ancestry components were however not associated with TB susceptibility after adjustment for the other ancestry components, whereas the San and Bantu components remained significant. The positive association between San ancestry and TB susceptibility was highly significant, whereas association with Bantu ancestry was relatively weak (p-value =1.06×10^-11^ and p-value =3.00×10^-2^ respectively) \[[@CR8]\]. We were therefore interested in finding regions of the genome with excess San or Bantu ancestry in cases, but not in controls. From our simulations and analysis of the distribution of local ancestry deviations in our study group, it is evident that excess Bantu ancestry may be enriched with miss-called ancestry. As this is not the case for excess San ancestry, or excess San or Bantu ancestry (i.e. lack of non-African ancestry), we used two joint models to test for differences in ancestry between cases and controls per ancestry segment. One model tested for difference in San ancestry, and the other tested for differences in African (San or Bantu) ancestry. Only segments with ancestry two standard deviations above the genome-wide mean in cases were included in the models (110 San segments and 238 African segments), and age, gender and genome-wide ancestry were adjusted for, yielding p-values of 7.19×10^-5^ (San) and \<2.00×10^-16^ (Bantu). Regions that differ significantly between cases and controls are summarized in Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. The regions are comprised of a number of contiguous ancestry segments, and individual p-values for these sub-regions are summarized in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Tables S1 and S2, ranging between 0.0465 and 0.0005. Some of the segments in the African analysis also have large differences in San ancestry (e.g. some of the chromosome 10 and 17 segments have 7% or more San ancestry in TB cases compared to controls, which is comparable to the differences detected in the San ancestry model). These segments were however not detected in the San analysis as the mean proportion of San ancestry in TB cases fell just short of the mean plus two standard deviation cut-off for inclusion in the San ancestry model (mean + 2SD = 0.2820). On chromosome 17, 10 segments with the smallest p-values gave estimated TB case-control odds ratios of having African ancestry versus any other ancestry ranging from 1.77 (95% CI:1.27--2.46) to 1.61 (95% CI: 1.16--2.24). (The odds ratio for each segment is the estimated odds of having TB versus not having TB for an African segment, compared to the odds for a non-African segment.)Table 3**Regions of the genome with excess San ancestry in TB cases relative to controls**LengthMean San ancestryRegionBegin-end SNP(Nr SNPs)TB casesControlGenes1p31rs12144711-rs7554551671230 (123)0.29020.1615GADD45A, GNG12, DIRAS329q21rs2309428-rs18475032080640 (323)0.29090.1609FAM189A, APBA1, PTAR1, C9orf135, MAMDC2, SMC5, KLF922q12rs16986925-rs60064261290997 (152)0.28500.1745C22orf31, KREMEN1, EWSR1, RHBDD3, EMID1, AP1B1, RASL10A, GAS2L1, NEFH, RFPL1, NF2, NIPSNAP1, THOC5, UQCR10, CABP7, ZMAT5, ASCC2, MTMR3, HORMAD2, LIF, OSMThis table summarizes regions of the genome with excess San ancestry, found in TB cases relative to controls, after adjusting for age, gender and genome-wide San ancestry. Ancestry segments that are associated with increased San ancestry in cases compared to controls were identified and contiguous segments were merged. P-values for each of the individual ancestry segments are available in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1. The mean RFMix genome-wide San ancestry estimates are 0.2304 and 0.1847 for cases and controls respectively, and the standard deviation of San local ancestry deviations is 0.0258 and 0.0321 in cases and controls respectively. Only regions of 500 000 base pairs or longer are shown (two short regions on chromosome 5 were excluded).Table 4**Regions of the genome with excess African ancestry in TB cases relative to controls**LengthMean African ancestryRegionBegin-end SNP(Nr SNPs)TB casesControlGenes5q11rs26090-rs1382907739064 (70)0.64800.4615ISL110q22rs827299-rs70839346243529 (693)0.66070.5030UNC5B, SLC29A3, CDH23, C10orf105, PSAP, B7-H5, CHST3, SPOCK2, ASCC1, DDIT4, DNAJB12, MICU1, MCU, OIT3, PLA2G12B, P4HA1, NUDT13, FAM149B1, DNAJC9, MRPS16, TTC18, ANXA7, PPP3CB, MSS51, MYOZ1, AGAP5, SYNPO2L, CAMK2G, NDST2, SEC24C, ZSWIM8, FUT11, CHCHD1, PLAU, C10orf55, VCL, AP3M1, ADK, KAT6B, DUPD1, SAMD8, DUSP13, VDAC2, COMTD1, ZNF50315q15rs1712435-rs169664242669916 (182)0.65110.4963PLA2G4D, VPS39, GANC, TMEM87A, CAPN3, SNAP23, ZNF106, HAUS2, LRRC57, TTBK2, CDAN1, UBR1, EPB42, TMEM62, TGM5, TGM7, TP53BP1, LCMT2, ZSCAN29, TUBGCP4, ADAL, CKMT1B, MAP1A, PPIP5K1, STRC, CKMT1A, CATSPER2, PDIA3, MFAP1, SERF2, HYPK, ELL3, SERINC4, WDR76, FRMD5, CASC4, CTDSPL2, EIF3J, SPG11, PATL217q22rs7210845-rs99080905200677 (479)0.65790.4698ANKFN1, NOG, C17orf67, TRIM25, DGKE, COIL, SCPEP1, AKAP1, MSI2, CCDC182, MRPS23, CUEDC1, SRSF1, VEZF1, DYNLL2, EPX, OR4D1, MKS1, OR4D2, LPO, MPO, BZRAP1, SUPT4H1, RNF43, HSF5, SEPT4, MTMR4, C17orf47, TEX14, RAD51C, PPM1E, TRIM37, SKA2, GDPD1, SMG8, PRR11, CLTC, DHX40, PTRH2, VMP1, RPS6KB1, TUBD1, RNFT1, HEATR6, CA4, USP32, SCARNA20, RPL32P32, C17orf64, APPBP2, PPM1DThis table summarizes regions of the genome with excess African ancestry (San or Bantu), found in TB cases relative to controls, after adjusting for age, gender and genome-wide African ancestry. Ancestry segments that are associated with increased African ancestry in cases compared to controls were identified and contiguous segments were merged. P-values for each of the individual ancestry segments are available in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S2. The mean RFMix genome-wide African ancestry estimates are 0.6096 and 0.5238 for cases and controls respectively, and the standard deviation of local ancestry deviations is 0.0187 and 0.0336 in cases and controls respectively. Only regions of 500 000 base pairs or longer and that contain protein coding genes are shown (one short region on chromosome 5, one short region on chromosome 6, and four short regions on chromosome 10 were excluded).

Discussion {#Sec6}
==========

Previously it was thought that admixture mapping in the SAC was not feasible using available LAI methods, due to the complex five-way admixture that occurred in this population \[[@CR9]\]. Using the novel LAI algorithm implemented in RFMix, and by focusing on finding regions with excess San or excess San or Bantu ancestry in TB cases relative to controls, we have demonstrated that this technique can be applied to our SAC TB susceptibility study group. By limiting our tests for associations to only these directional ancestry components, and by using only two models to test for excess ancestry in TB cases relative to controls, we also reduced our study's vulnerability to false positive association signals that can arise as a result of multiple testing.

Based on their putative role in TB pathogenesis, we identified a number of genes in regions of excess ancestry that are convincing candidates for future studies. *GADD45A* (growth arrest and DNA-damage-inducible, alpha) is located on chromosome 1p31, a region with excess San ancestry in TB cases, and encodes a stress sensor protein that is involved in the regulation of myeloid cell innate immune function. Salerno et al. demonstrated that mice lacking Gadd45a are not able to recruit granulocytes and macrophages to the intraperitoneal cavity after administration of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) \[[@CR15]\]. The recruitment of immune cells to the site of mycobacterial infection is crucial during TB. The oncostatin M gene (*OSM*) is also located in a region with excess San ancestry in TB cases (chromosome 22q12). Friendland et al. found that *M. tuberculosis* infection of monocytes resulted in prostaglandin-dependent OSM secretion, which synergized with tumour necrosis factor- *α* to drive fibroblast matrix metalloproteinases-1/-3 secretion \[[@CR16]\].

Our analysis also found that chromosome 15q15 may contain an African TB susceptibility locus. Chromosome 15q was previously identified as containing TB susceptibility genes in a linkage study using African families \[[@CR17]\] and fine-mapping localised the region to 15q11 \[[@CR18]\]. Chromosome 17q22 also showed evidence of having excess African ancestry in TB cases. It is known that chromosome 17q11-q21 may contain a cluster of susceptibility genes for diseases caused by intramacrophage pathogens, such as *M. tuberculosis*\[[@CR19]\]. Another gene with excess African TB ancestry was *B7-H5* (B7 homolog 5), located on chromosome 10q22. Its protein product plays a key regulatory role in T cell growth and cytokine production \[[@CR20]\] and is expressed in macrophages.

Two of the 36 SNPs that were found to be moderately associated with having TB in a previous genome-wide association study (GWAS) are located in or proximal to regions identified in this study \[[@CR9]\] (rs6694316 on 1p32 which is 16 cM way from the first SNP in the identified 1p31 region, that harbours the *GADD45A* gene, and rs4745272 on 9q21). Considering that the GWAS used the same SAC data set, we note that a number of new putative susceptibility regions were identified by our admixture mapping study, which would not have been evident based solely on single SNP association statistics.

Study limitations {#Sec7}
-----------------

Due to the correlation between segments of ancestry, especially contiguous segments of ancestry, p-values that accurately quantify the statistical significance of our results could not be estimated in this study. Regions of excess ancestry in TB cases, having ancestry more than 2 standard deviations from the mean, were first identified. P-values were not estimated in this step due to the correlation between segments of ancestry. The identified regions would be the most probable regions to harbour ancestry-related TB susceptibility variants, and a statistical model was then used to determine which of the regions had excess ancestry in TB cases relative to controls. The estimated p-values from this model do not account for the fact that the variables were selected by first performing a case-only analysis. The statistical model also contained correlated variables, due to contiguous segments with similar ancestry. Correlation between a model's independent variables may result in inflated variance, and estimated p-values may therefore be inflated (biased towards type II errors). We therefore note that the reported p-values should not be interpreted as a strict quantification of the statistical significance of the results, but that the p-values rather indicate which regions are most likely to harbour ancestry related TB susceptibility variants.

RFMix estimates of San ancestry were much lower than ADMIXTURE estimates. This may be explained by the small group size of our San source population as well as short tracts of San ancestry inherited via Southern African Bantu populations, and results in bias towards local ancestry deviations with lack of San ancestry. We speculate that roughly 50 San individuals would be required to alleviate the small group size problem (the RFMix authors used 30 reference individuals each from Native American, European and African populations in their simulations, but as the genetic distance between the San and Bantu populations is smaller than the genetic distances between the populations used by the RFMix authors, a larger number of reference individuals would be required to distinguish San and Bantu ancestry). We have worked around these limitations by focusing our attention on finding regions of excess San or excess San or Bantu ancestry, which are less likely to be affected by spurious deviation in local ancestry, and this approach also supports our hypothesis regarding the directionality of these ancestries and TB susceptibility. The possibility of short tracts of San ancestry harbouring TB susceptibility genes are also less likely compared to longer tracts, as the former are less likely to overlap in a group of individuals. Miss-identification of these short tracts as Bantu ancestry has therefore probably not resulted in loss of information regarding TB susceptibility.

The small size of the San source population also limited the number of ancestral chromosomes that were used in the generation of our simulated data set. As a result, the bias seen in the simulated local ancestry deviation distributions may have been exacerbated. Due to lack of accurate historical records, our simulation also did not take into account such complexities as the timing of admixture events, and potential inaccuracies of the source (reference) populations. Pasanuic et al. \[[@CR21]\] recently evaluated the accuracy of multi-way LAI in a group of nuclear Latino families by determining whether the local ancestry of offspring is congruous with Mendelian inheritance (it is for example implausible that a child has European ancestry at a locus if neither parent has European ancestry at that locus). Multi-way LAI accuracy of several algorithms was shown to be much lower compared to reported accuracies calculated from simplified simulation data sets. Despite these issues, we have been able to use our simulated data set to demonstrate the relatively superior LAI accuracy of RFMix, and to explore the direction of potential local ancestry deviation bias.

Our SAC study group samples were genotyped with the aim of performing a case-only admixture mapping study, and as a result only a small number of controls were genotyped. As case-only admixture mapping has subsequently (and correctly) been described as inappropriate for multi-way admixed populations due to artefactual ancestry deviations arising from inaccuracies in LAI\[[@CR22]\], we first identified regions of excess ancestry found in cases only, and then validated these findings by testing for excess ancestry in cases relative to controls. Despite the small number of controls that were available, bias in local ancestry inferences was still controlled, and a number of novel regions that contain highly plausible candidate TB susceptibility genes were uncovered by our study.

Conclusion {#Sec8}
==========

The genetics of the South African Coloured population is arguably one of the most challenging and interesting examples found in present day multi-way admixed human populations. This is the first study to apply genome-wide admixture mapping to this highly complex group. We have demonstrated that admixture mapping is feasible in the South African Coloured population, a result which may be useful for other researchers that either study this population, or other populations with complex admixture. We have identified a number of novel candidate TB susceptibility genomic regions, as well as providing evidence to validate genetic loci previously implicated.

Methods {#Sec9}
=======

Sample collection and ethics approval {#Sec10}
-------------------------------------

Individuals residing in the Cape Town suburbs of Ravensmead and Uitsig, and who self-identified as South African Coloured, were recruited to participate in this study. These suburbs have a low prevalence of HIV but a high incidence of TB, as well as a relatively homogenous socio-economic environment \[[@CR7]\]. Bacterial confirmation (smear positive/culture positive) was used to identify TB patients. Healthy individuals with no prior history of TB were selected as controls. All the participants in this study were HIV negative. Our previous study of healthy children and young adults from the control community found that 80% of children older than 15 years had positive tuberculin skin tests (TST), an indication of latent infection with *M. tuberculosis*\[[@CR23]\]. The majority of the control population is therefore TST positive, and with the average age of the controls in this study being 31 years, we estimate a TST positivity of 80% or above. These healthy individuals had no previous history of TB disease or treatment and were unrelated to all others included in the study.

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Health Sciences, Stellenbosch University (project registration numbers 95/072, NO6/07/132 and N11/07/210). Blood samples for DNA were collected with written informed consent. The research was conducted according to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki.

Software {#Sec11}
--------

Web URLs, version information and parameter settings of the programs used in this study are summarized in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S3.

SHAPEIT \[[@CR24]\] was used for phasing the SAC data set as well as the San source population data. A python script developed by J. Morrison was used to produce the ancestry break points of the simulated data set and to assign ancestry to segments along the chromosome. LAMP-LD \[[@CR25]\] and RFMix \[[@CR26]\] were used to infer local ancestry of the simulated data, whereas RFMix was used for inference of local ancestry of the SAC study group. ADMIXTURE \[[@CR27]\] was used to estimate genome-wide ancestry of the SAC study group. PLINK \[[@CR28]\] was used for merging admixed and source population data sets, in order to create input files required by ADMIXTURE. PLINK was also used to identify related individuals and filter SNPs according to quality control criteria. Prior to ADMIXTURE estimation and identification of related individuals, SNPs that were in LD were identified using PLINK and discarded, leaving 87 648 SNPs (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S3 for PLINK parameter settings). Biofilter was used to identify genes that fall within specific regions of the genome. The R programming environment \[[@CR29]\] was used for statistical analysis and the *ggplot2*\[[@CR30]\] and *hexbin*\[[@CR31]\] R packages was used to create the figures. The R *hierfstat* package was used to estimate *F*~*ST*~ (fixation index) between the source populations of the SAC, using the same data set that was created for ADMIXTURE estimation \[[@CR32]\].

Genotyping and quality control {#Sec12}
------------------------------

969 individuals from the SAC study group were genotyped on the Affymetrix GeneChip Human Mapping 500K Array Set. After SNP calling \[[@CR1]\], quality control and the removal of related individuals \[[@CR9]\], the data set comprised 381 530 autosomal SNPs of 642 TB cases and 91 controls.

Source (a.k.a. reference) populations used to infer the ancestry of SAC individuals are summarized in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} and the genetic distances (*F*~*ST*~) between these source populations are summarized in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S4. Populations used to represent the San were obtained from a private data access committee (contact corresponding author). The data set represents the same group analyzed by Schlebusch et al. \[[@CR33]\], but was genotyped on the Affymetrix genotyping platform instead of the OmniExpress platform, which overlaps better with SNPs in the SAC study group data set. Phased HapMap3 Release 2 data was used to represent the remaining source populations. Pairwise IBS clustering was used to identify related individuals and only unrelated individuals (coefficient of relatedness \< 0.5) were retained in the data sets. The San data set was filtered to remove SNPs that were not in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (p-value threshold of 0.0001) or had a large proportion of missing data (at least a 75% call rate).Table 5**Source population data**PopulationGroupDescriptionSourcePlatformSizeSanJu \|'hoansi San from North NamibiaPrivateAffymetrix 6.021BantuYRIYoruba in Ibadan, NigeriaHapMap3Release 2112Non-AfricanCEUUtah residents with Northern and Western European ancestry, USAHapMap3Release 2112GIHGujarati Indians from Houston, Texas, USAHapMap3Release 288JPT + CHBJapanese in Tokyo, Japan and Han Chinese in Beijing, ChinaHapMap3Release 2170Data sets used to represent the source populations of the South African Coloured population. The sample size reflects the group size after relative pairs have been removed.

Phasing {#Sec13}
-------

As local ancestry inference requires phased input data, the SAC and San data sets were phased using a Markov model to estimate haplotypes, implemented in the SHAPEIT software. The genetic map used by the HapMap project to phase the HapMap data sets was utilized for phasing the SAC and San data sets (NCBI build 36 release 22, obtained from <ftp://ftp.hapmap.org/hapmap/recombination/2008-03_rel22_B36/rates/>). The genotypes of 733 SAC individuals were phased using 381 530 autosomal SNPs. The San data set of 21 individuals were phased using 866 382 autosomal SNPs.

Combining data sets {#Sec14}
-------------------

After quality control and phasing of the SAC and San source population data sets, the data sets were reduced to contain only those SNPs present in all the data sets (328 866 autosomal SNPs). Where required, strand and reference alleles of the SAC and San data sets were flipped to match the HapMap data sets. The centimorgan (cM) genomic positions used by PCAdmix and RFMix to determine ancestry windows were calculated using the NCBI build 36 release 22 genomic map (obtained from <ftp://ftp.hapmap.org/hapmap/recombination/2008-03_rel22_B36/rates/>). The base pair positions of SNPs were obtained from the HapMap data, and in the case where an exact base pair position match was not found in the genomic map, the base pair position of the SNP was converted to cM by using a weighted average of the cM positions of the two SNPs closest to it.

Simulation {#Sec15}
----------

Using an approach similar to that of Pasanuic et al. \[[@CR21]\] and Price et al. \[[@CR34]\], the ancestry breakpoints of 1500 admixed chromosomes (chromosome 1) were first generated. Recombination positions and thus breaks in ancestry on each chromosome were generated using a random walk from base pair position zero to the end of the chromosome, with ancestry crossovers occurring as a Poisson process. The rate of the Poission process was set to 10 (the assumed number of generations since admixture) times a recombination rate of 10^-8^. The average number of breakpoints per chromosome was 35. After determining the breakpoints, segments of ancestry on each chromosome were assigned as San, YRI, CEU, GIH and JPT + CHB using proportions 0.33, 0.28, 0.19, 0.13 and 0.07 respectively, corresponding to the genome-wide ancestry estimates of Chimusa et al. \[[@CR9]\]. The ancestry assignments were based on draws from a uniform (0, 1) distribution, and determining whether a draw falls between the interval \[0.00, 0.33) (San), \[0.33, 0.61) (YRI), \[0.61, 0.80) (CEU), \[0.80, 0.93) and \[0.93, 1\] (JPT + CHB).

Segments of ancestry assigned in this manner were then used to construct 1500 admixed chromosomes (chromosome 1). 10 source population chromosomes were selected randomly from each of the source data sets. The remaining chromosomes were set aside to use as input source populations for LAI. Admixed chromosomes were constructed by randomly copying segments of ancestry from the selected source population chromosomes, corresponding to the ancestry assigned to the segment. As a simple example, consider an admixed chromosome with San ancestry for SNPs at positions 1 to 100 on the chromosome, and CEU ancestry for SNPs at positions 101 to 200. The admixed chromosome would be constructed by randomly selecting a San chromosome and copying the SNPs at positions 1 to 100, followed by randomly selecting a CEU chromosome and copying the SNPs at positions 101 to 200.

Note that a limited number of source population chromosomes were used to simulate the admixed chromosomes. As a result, the data set does not contain independent observations. Unlike most LAI algorithms, the global ancestry proportion estimation algorithm implemented in the software program ADMIXTURE assumes independent observations. Taken together with the limited number of SNPs that are available compared to genome-wide data (only chromosome 1 SNPs are available), the simulated chromosome 1 data set is not suited to the estimation of chromosome-wide ancestry using ADMIXTURE, and RFMix chromosome-wide estimates were used instead.

Labelling ancestry {#Sec16}
------------------

LAMP-LD, RFMix and ADMIXTURE were run using five source populations (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}), but since only San and Bantu genome-wide ancestry is independently associated with TB susceptibility \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\], European, South Asian and East Asian ancestries were merged and labelled as non-African after inference was performed.

Delineating called ancestry segments {#Sec17}
------------------------------------

RFMix labels the called ancestry of each SNP along a chromosome and does not identify windows of ancestry across a chromosome in its output. Segments of ancestry were therefore identified by determining the SNP positions where a switch in ancestry occurs for at least one chromosome. Each ancestry segment starts at such a position, and ends one SNP before the next ancestry switch position.

Calculating genome-wide ancestry using local ancestry {#Sec18}
-----------------------------------------------------

The genome-wide ancestry of each of the 733 SAC individuals was calculated using local ancestry called by RFMix, as follows: The number of SNPs labeled as a particular ancestry was counted per individual for each of the individual's 22 × 2 chromosomes. This total count was divided by the total number of SNPs across the genome, yielding an estimate for the individual's genome-wide ancestry.

Calculating local ancestry deviation {#Sec19}
------------------------------------

After delineating the called ancestry of the 1500 simulated chromosomes into 1077 segments, the mean San, Bantu and non-African ancestry of each segment was calculated. The local ancestry deviation of each segment was then calculated, seperately for each of the three ancestries, by subtracting the overall RFMix mean ancestry from the mean ancestry of the segment.

In the same way, after delineating the called ancestry of 733×2×22 chromosomes in the SAC study group into 13 860 segments, the mean ancestry of each segment was calculated for each of the three source ancestries. The local ancestry deviation of each segment was calculated by subtracting the overall RFMix mean genome-wide ancestry from the mean ancestry of the segment, for each of the ancestries.

Correlation between miss-called ancestry and deviation in ancestry in simulated data {#Sec20}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After local ancestry deviations were calculated for each of the segments identified in the simulated data set, and segments with miss-called ancestry were identified by comparing ancestry called by RFMix to the known ancestry of each segment, the number of segments with miss-called ancestries were calculated per identified segment. This was done for each of the six possible pairs of miss-called ancestry (San miss-called as Bantu, San miss-called as non-African, Bantu miss-called as San, Bantu miss-called as non-African, non-African miss-called as San and non-African miss-called as Bantu). A large number of miss-calls occurred in the segment of ancestry that spans the centromere, with a standardized local ancestry deviation Z-value of -0.7109, 0.7052, and 0.1518 for San, Bantu and non-African ancestry respectively. After discarding this outlying segment, Pearson's correlation coefficient was calculated between the number of miss-called segments and local ancestry deviation, for each of the six possible pairs of miss-called ancestry and San, Bantu and non-African local ancestry deviation combinations.

Calculating ancestry inference accuracy using simulated data {#Sec21}
------------------------------------------------------------

Accuracy of LAI using the simulated data set was calculated per chromosome as follows. The ancestry assigned to each SNP in the data set by the simulation process was compared to the ancestry assigned to the SNP by LAI. The proportion of SNPs that the LAI correctly assigned to each chromosome was then calculated. For each of the three considered ancestries (San, Bantu and non-African), the proportion of SNPs that were miss-called for each of the other two ancestries was also calculated. The miss-called proportions were calculated across all SNPs on the chromosome, as well as per number of SNPs of that particular ancestry.

Relationships between miss-called ancestry, tract length and degree of admixture {#Sec22}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The lengths of tracts of ancestry in the simulated data set were calculated in terms of the number of SNPs that constitute a track. Each track's corresponding proportion of miss-called SNPs were calculated by comparing the ancestry assigned by RFMix to each SNP with the known ancestry of the SNP, and then dividing the number of miss-called SNPs by the length of the tract. Pearson's correlation coefficient was calculated to quantify the relationship between the length of a track and the proportion of errors on a track.

The number of tracks of ancestry present in each simulated chromosome was counted, and was used to represent a chromosome's degree of admixture. The number of miss-called SNPs was counted per chromosome, by comparing the ancestry assigned by RFMix to each SNP with the known ancestry of the SNP. Pearson's correlation coefficient was calculated to quantify the relationship between the number of tracks of ancestry of a chromosome and the number of miss-called SNPs on a chromosome.

Statistical analyses {#Sec23}
--------------------

A single linear mixed-effects model was used to compare the number of SNPs that were miss-called by LAMP-LD vs. RFMix in the simulated data set. The proportion of SNPs that were miss-called for a particular pair of ancestries (the proportion of San SNPs miss-called as Bantu, the proportion of San SNPs miss-called as non-African, etc.) was log transformed for analysis, since the proportions were positively skewed. The interaction between software program (LAMP-LD or RFMix) and pair of ancestries was tested, while chromosome identifiers were specified as random effect, in order to adjust for the correlation between between different miss-call proportions on the same chromosome.

Two joint logistic regression models were used to test whether San and African ancestry differs between TB cases and controls (the statistical modelling term "joint" means that all the effects were estimated jointly in a single model, instead of doing an individual test for each combination of ancestry and segment). Joint modelling has the advantage of providing estimates that are adjusted for all other predictors in the same model. Case-control status was specified as outcome variable and the interaction of segment identifier and presence or absence of the particular ancestry (San/not-San or African/not-African) was specified as predictor. This statistical interaction between a specific ancestry and a segment identifier can be described as a predictor combining an ancestry indicator with the segment identifier. That means that the odds ratio for each segment is the estimated odds of having TB versus not having TB for a San segment, compared to the odds for a non-San segment, and the interpretation is analogous for African ancestry. Since age, gender and genome-wide ancestry distributions differ between TB cases and controls, the models were also adjusted for these variables.
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